Car:

Take Rt. 320 to Baltimore Pike. Make a left turn onto Baltimore Pike. After traveling past the Springfield Mall, stay in the right lane to enter Rt 476 (Blue Route) toward Plymouth Meeting. Stay on the Blue Route until Exit 5 at St. Davids. Make a left at the bottom of the ramp onto Rt. 30, Lancaster Pike. Radnor High School is on the right side after King of Prussia Road.

To get to the Middle School continue on Lancaster Pike until you come to Wayne Avenue. Make a left onto Wayne Avenue. After a block or so the Middle School is on the left side.

The Watershed Program is located on the far side of the Middle School. After you are by the Middle School, stay on the left fork past the Administration Building. There are visitor parking spaces along the loop. Watershed Program is in Room 100, which overlooks "the scenic bus loop."